
Enhance your lifestyle
Solutions for blinds by Somfy

 



and take control ... with help from Somfy

Create comfortable environments with delicately filtered light. Match your blinds to your interior
designs - adding texture, colour and style.

Choose to have your blinds powered by a Somfy motor and you can raise and lower your blinds and
pre-set them to adopt the ideal position, effortlessly, at the touch of a button.

If you choose full automation your blinds can provide you with protection all day long - and protect
your home even while you’re out.

Take it easy ...



Maximum pleasure, minimum effort ...

FREEDOM
Control your blinds from up to 20
metres away* using your sleek Somfy
remote control handset with no
dangling cords or chains spoiling the
look of your windows or the view
beyond.

Somfy motors can extend the lifetime of
your blinds. They will guarantee
smooth operation every time and
eliminate problems that result from
manually pulling cords or chains.

*Radio Technology Somfy™ (RTS) has a transmission range
of 200m in free space or 20m through 2 concrete walls.

SERENITY
At the simple push of a button your
blinds come alive - and with a choice
of handsets available, you can control
all your equipment simultaneously or
separately.

Raise them to proportion the light
coming in, tilt them to tame a reflection
at TV viewing time or when you’re
working - or close them for a nap.

Better still, if you’ve programmed the
position you prefer, slatted blinds can
automatically open to that point - total
efficiency with minimal effort!

Wall mounted wireless switch Single channel silver remote control Wall mounted wireless timer
unit with light sensor

CHOICE
Fully automate!
Controlling your blinds with a timer
means they will move up and down at
times you set and it looks as though
there’s someone at home, even when
you’re away on holiday.

A light sensor means your blinds will
automatically adjust when there’s
bright sunshine - protecting your
furnishings from bleaching and your
plants from drying out.

Enjoy convenience without
complication ... Somfy has the solution.



SOMFY SOLUTIONS
The Somfy brand offers a virtually limitless number of solutions.
Somfy motors and automatic control units can be adapted to fit
any type of blind, awning, garage door or gate, regardless of
the environment, the climate, the installation conditions or the
number of safety devices required. 

Home Motion by Somfy puts you in control.

Automatic timer control

Wireless
timer unit

Automatic timer & light control

Wireless switch control - single blind

Remote handset control - multiple blinds

Multi-
channel 
handset

SOMFY RADIO CONTROL OPTIONS
Somfy can provide you with a control system to suit your lifestyle requirements. Whether you want to control your
blinds yourself or leave the automatic sensor to do the work for you, Somfy has the solution. The illustrations
below simplify some typical blinds applications and some potential control solutions to provide you with your
preferred system.

Wireless 
wall
mounted
switch

Wireless 
wall mounted 
timer unit with 
light sensor

Guaranteed control from wherever you are.

200 metre range in open space to
operate your automated
controls from outside. 20 metre range through

two concrete walls to
operate controls
wherever you may be.

0 interference risk with other systems
(mobile phones, TVs, etc.) thanks to a
narrow bandwidth free from other signals.

secure thanks to a tamper-

resistant rolling code with 16

million combinations, making

it impossible to reproduce.

100%



The Somfy name is synonymous with quality.  Our products are backed by a 5 year warranty, reinforcing our confidence that you will be completely satisfied.

Control options for blinds

Pure
An everyday design for every style

Telis 1 RTS Pure

Single channel radio
handset

Telis 4 RTS Pure

Multi-channel 
radio handset

Situo RTS 

Wall mounted
wireless radio switch

Telis Soliris RTS Pure

Single  channel radio
handset with mode
selector for sensor
over-ride

Silver/Lounge
Modulis control for venetian blinds

Telis 4 Modulis RTS
Silver

Multi-channel radio
handset with
precision wheel
control for venetian
blinds

Telis 4 Modulis RTS
Lounge

Multi-channel radio
handset with
precision wheel
control for venetian
blinds

Telis Modulis Soliris
RTS Lounge

Single channel radio
handset with sensor
over-ride and
wheel control for
venetian blinds

Telis Modulis Soliris
RTS Silver

Single channel radio
handset with sensor
over-ride and
wheel control for
venetian blinds

Silver
Blends into contemporary interiors

Telis 1 RTS Silver

Deluxe single channel
radio handset

Telis 4 RTS Silver

Deluxe multi-channel 
radio handset

Impresario Chronis
RTS Silver

Deluxe remote control
and timer for up to
20 group scenarios

Telis Composio RTS
Silver

Deluxe remote control
for up to 20 group
scenarios

Lounge
Sleek and sophisticated design

Telis 1 RTS Lounge

Single   channel radio
handset

Telis 4 RTS Lounge

Multi-channel 
radio handset

Impresario Chronis
RTS Lounge

Deluxe remote control
and timer for up to
20 group scenarios

Telis Composio RTS
Lounge

Deluxe remote control
for up to 20 group
scenarios

Warranty

year

Light sensor

A light sensor can
signal your blinds to
lower in sunny
conditions
automatically

Wall mounted timer

Timer unit to raise and
lower your blinds
automaticaly at preset
times

Wall mounted timer
and light sensor

Timer unit with light
sensor to raise and
lower your blinds
automaticaly 

Patio (water resistant)

Blinds can also be
controlled using the    

Patio 
range of 
handsets



www.somfy.co.uk

Somfy Ltd
Moorfield Road
Yeadon
West Yorkshire
LS19 7BN
Tel. 0113 391 3030
Fax. 0113 391 3010
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Warranty

year


